
Mobile Rectangle Condiment Tables shall have the following construction standards, features and benefits.   

 FRAMES 
Table top shall be supported by a  
heavy-duty 14 gauge x 3” wide formed 
channel steel frame. 
 
LEGS 
Table legs shall be constructed of a  
heavy-duty 16 gauge X1-1/4” square steel 
tubing and 14 gauge, 2” x 1-1/2” rectangle 
steel tubing bottom caster beam.   
    
CASTERS 
Caster shall be 3” diameter by 1-3/8” 
wide, heavy-duty solid poly, non-marking 
wheels with a minimum rated load  
capacity of 275# each. All caster shall 
come standard with double raceway ball 
bearing swivel casters to help ensure 
years of safe operation. Tables with glides 
comes with heavy-duty, non-marking load  
bearing glides with floor leveler.   
 
 

MODEL #: CB2460, CB2472,  CB2496, 
CB3060, CB3072, CB3096, CB3660, CB3672, 
CB3684 
DIMENSIONS: 

 WIDTHS: 24”, 30”, & 36”  

 LENGTH: 5’, 6’, 7’ & 8’ 

 TABLE HEIGHT:  29” OR 27” 

 ADA models available 
 
FINISH 
Tables shall be finished with a powder paint 
coated frames and leg assemblies or nickel 
chrome plated leg assemblies or nickel chrome 
plated leg assemblies (for Chrome add ‘C’ to 
model number). . 
 

TABLE TOPS  
Choose one of the core materials and one 

of the edge protection choices. 

 

PARTICLE BOARD 
3/4” thick, minimum 47# industrial grade  
particle board core as standard. 

 

Optional — PLYWOOD 
3/4” thick, premium grade plywood core with 
multiple plies for strength and durability (for 
Plywood add ‘P’ to model number). 

 

Optional — MDF 
3/4” thick, minimum 47# industrial grade  
medium density fiberboard core.  
  
DYNA-ROCK EDGE™ (DR) 

All cores listed above shall be permanently 

bonded with high pressure plastic laminate and 

balanced with a high pressure plastic laminate 

backing sheet to prevent moisture penetration. 

Top edges shall be sealed and protected with a 

100% solid polyurethane resin sprayed and 

permanently bonded to the edges of the plastic 

laminate, core and plastic backing sheet as 

standard. 
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OPERATIONAL ADVANTAGE: 
 The locking mechanism shall have an 

automatic spring loaded stop to lock 
table when folded down for use. 

 Special High-Speed Gas Cylinder™ 
allows for easier and smoother       
operation of opening and closing. 

 One-piece top prevents food from    
collecting within gaps, and allows for 
quick & easy cleaning before, during 
and after dining. 

 14 gauge, 3” steel frame shall support 
top in opened and closed position. 

 Table design is versatile, allowing the 
table to be used within multiple       
environments and activities. 

 Compact nesting and storage 
 
MAS GREEN CERTIFICATION 
Mobile table shall be tested and certified for 
indoor air quality, for public safety as well as 
environmental protection.  
   
WARRANTIES 
Mobile table shall be covered by a 15 year 
warranty.  

 

All weld joints and DYNA-ROCK EDGES™ 

shall be covered by a lifetime warranty.  


